O N N for transforming a signal of length N. Previously researchers introduced the sparse fast Fourier transform (sFFT) with computational complexity ( log ) O K N for exactly K-sparse signal and ( log log( )) O K N N K for generally K-sparse signal. In this paper, a new method to fast compute DFT of generally sparse signals is presented. Firstly, the original signal is downsampled with different time shifts, and the discrete Fourier Transforms (DFTs) of downsampled signals are calculated by FFT. Then the DFTs are used to determine and measure the K non-zero (significant) freq. grids by combining the moment preserving problem (MPP) with the BigBand method. The proposed method is hardware-friendly, and simulation results show that proposed method has better recovery performance compared with other methods.
Introduction
Now a days, Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is the most significant approach for fast computing Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of signals depending on its time complexity O(NlogN), where N denotes the signal length. FFT is widely used all over the world for communication and signal processing. However, how to outperform FFT is still a big challenge.
Sparsity is considered the main feature of signals to speed up FFT. Let N C  x be the time-domain signal with length N , and let N C  X be the DFT of x . Signal x is exactly K-sparse if only K non-zero entries exist in X with  K N . x is generally K-sparse if there are only K Significant entries existing in X and the remainders can be ignored Previously, H. Hassanieh et al. proposed the sparse Fast Fourier Transform (sFFT) [1] .The main idea of sFFT was to sample fewer frequencies (proportional to K), since most of frequencies are zero or insignificant. In [1, 2] , BigBand was designed for the typical case of spectrum usage, where the occupied frequencies were randomly distributed with sparsity ( )  K O N whereas sFFT proved to be a worst case distribution of occupied frequencies (sparsity), ( )  K O N . BigBand was designed under fewer constraints than sFFT, so it can be utilized more effectively compared to sFFT. Importantly, BigBand works with off-the-shelf low speed analogue to digital convertors [3, 4] .
Recently, S. H. Hsieh et al. proposed a new concept about sFFT by downsampling in the time domain (sFFT-DT)for the exactly K-sparse signals, assuming that distribution of the non-zero frequency grid is uniform [5] . Their focus was to downsample the original input signal at the beginning; and then, directly conduct operations on downsampled signals, where the length of downsampled signals was kept proportional to ( ) O K . Downsampling probably leads to "aliasing", which means that different frequency grids of the original signal map into the same grid of the downsampled signal. In [5] , the aliasing problem is reformulated as moment-preserving problem (MPP) and solved via existing approaches.
Inspired by [5] , we proposed a new fast computing DFT method for generally sparse signals. The proposed method consists of three steps. First is the downsampling of original signal x . Second is the calculation of the discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of downsampled signals by FFT and third is the use of DFTs to determine and measure the K non-zero (significant) freq. grids of X . As mentioned before, downsampling will lead to "aliasing," where different frequencies become indistinguishable in terms of their positions and values. According to [5] , possible positions of nonzero freq. grid can be obtained from the solution of MPP. Based on the possible positions, several over-determined systems can be constructed, and the accurate positions and values of the aliasing terms can be determined by solving these systems. For generally sparse signals, the proposed method has a better recovery performance than the sFFT-DT method [5] , and its complexity is reduced compared with the BigBand method [4] .
Methodology
Suppose d
x is the downsampled signal taken from an original signal x of length N, where
is known as a downsampling factor. The length of
From Eq. 1 it can be observed that each frequency grid of d x is basically the sum of d terms of X . When more than two terms on the right side of Eq. 1 are non-zero, "aliasing "occurs.
For the solution of aliasing problem, the shift property of DFT plays an important role [5] . Let
x k x dk l , where l represents the shift factor. Each freq. grid of
, [ ] 
Then (2) can be written as
It is noticeable that l m is the "l"th moment with
pz . Problem of solving j p 's and zj's with given different moments ( l m 's) is known as the MPP. Additionally, MPP is also equivalent to the error locator polynomial problem [6] reported by Ghazi et al.'s sFFT, which is a commonly used procedure in Reed-Solomon decoding [7] . Based on orthogonal polynomials [8] , solution of MPP is provided [9] , and complete analytical solution for 4  a was derived by Tsai et al. in [9] . For example, the complete analytical solution for 2  a is 
Proposed Method
In this paper, we propose a new method to fast compute DFT of generally sparse signals. The schematic illustration of our proposed method for 2  a is demonstrated in Figure 1 , and this method is feasible for 4  a with the analytic solutions of MPP. 
Simulation Results and Discussion
During simulations in following work, the signal x , in time domain was generate as followed. Firstly, generate a frequency-domain signal 0 X , which consists of K non-zero entries and N-K zeros. Then x is obtained by adding the inverse FFT of 0 X with white Gaussian noise. Simulations are conducted to compare the proposed method with SFFT-DT and BigBand in terms of recovery performance. For all three methods, the downsampling factor d =16 is fixed, and we suppose that the maximum number of non-zero aliasing terms is 2  m a
. Define successful rate as the fraction of occupied frequencies, which are successfully recovered. For different sparsity K, successful rate of the proposed method versus SNR has been measured and reported in Figure 2 . Experimental results show that the recovery performance improves gradually with the decrease of K, as larger K causes more aliasing situations. Figure 3 shows the results of reconstruction accuracy versus SNR for the three methods mentioned before with K = 25. It is observed that our proposed algorithm has a better recovery performance compared with other two methods.
The false-alarm probability is defined as the fraction of empty frequencies, incorrectly reported as occupied. Figure 4 shows that the proposed method has lower false-alarm rate compared with other 
Conclusion
For generally sparse signals, this paper presents a new fast computing DFT method. This method is based on downsampling, and combines MPP with the BigBand method. All operations of solving MPP are linear with analytical solutions involved. The BigBand method is utilized to modify the error of the solution to MPP, caused by the interference of insignificant freq. grids. Theoretical complexity analysis and simulation results demonstrate that the proposed method is hardware-friendly and has a better performance as compared to other reported algorithms.
